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A difficult year

The flying doctor

After the tsunami

An MAF missionary couple reflect on a
year marked by culture shock, illness,
and God’s timely intervention

MAF pilot Marijn Goud helps Dr. Tim
Kubacki establish a regular medical
mission to rural Angola

Ten years later, Mission Aviation
Fellowship reflects on the crisis in
Aceh, Indonesia
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CEO corner
In February of this year, MAF Canada welcomed a new President and CEO, Brad
Bell. Flying for Life Editor Beth Round had the chance to sit down with Brad to
find out a little bit more about him and his thoughts on his new role with MAF.
Beth Round: What are you looking
forward to most about being part of
MAF as President and CEO?
Brad Bell: First off, I am enjoying all
the learning I am doing about this
incredible organization and I am looking
forward to continuing on this fascinating
learning curve as I continue to settle in.
It is inspiring to meet the many families
who are serving in countries all over
the world. It is humbling to meet some

I loved being involved in designing and
creating software, but for many years
I had wanted to be involved in work
that was having more global impact for
God’s kingdom. A recruiter working for
the Board of MAF contacted me and
asked me if I would consider this role. It
sounded interesting and as I met with the
recruiter and various Board members I
became more and more impressed and
more and more interested in joining MAF.
I was honoured when, in
December, the Board invited me to
join the team as CEO.
Beth: What do you feel has helped
prepare you for this role?

missionary families that have been
serving in challenging parts of the world
for 30+ years. It is also really refreshing
to see an organization with such a
kingdom-minded focus.
MAF understands that the kingdom
of God is made up of many people,
in many nations, in many different
denominations, and many different
organizations – and yet it is all part of the
same kingdom.
So I am most looking forward to
being a part of this team that provides
meaningful help and shares God’s love in
a practical way to people in need all over
the world.
Beth: What lead you to apply for this
position at MAF?
Brad: After 26 years I sold my high-tech
company in 2014 so I now had free time.

Brad: Well without sounding too corny,
I guess much of my life experience
has helped prepare me. I have been
actively involved in church my entire life
so I understand the mission and have
friends and family members who have
had experience with MAF. Starting and
growing my own company has taught
me so much about design, finance,
leadership, and most of all has taught me
the importance of mentoring people.
Many secular companies talk about
their greatest asset being their people,
and in MAF’s case the people are
definitely such an incredible asset. My
family of course has been a key part of
this career journey and they have been
flexible and supportive of me in various
seasons of extra demands and stress.

Beth: What is the most random fact
you’ve learned so far?

Worldwide, MAF provides over 200 flights
a day. Every gift helps! Please mail your
gift, visit us online at mafc.org or call us
toll-free at 1.877.351.9344.

Brad: That is an easy question. Ant hills
in Angola can be two stories high. What
I don’t want to learn is how big the ants
are!

Flying for Life
is published by
Mission Aviation
Fellowship of
Canada and printed
in Canada.

You always hear the expression that it is
a small world, but I came to realize how
small when I began talking with MAF.
Friends and even close family members
had stories that I had never heard before
about how MAF had helped them and
touched their lives.
MAF is a wonderful organization that
does incredible work all over the world.
I am excited and humbled to have
been asked to lead this team of amazing
people.
Brad Bell
President/CEO
MAF Canada

Beth: What kind of welcome have you
received so far?
Brad: I was definitely made to feel
welcome from day one. Actually even
before day one because the Board has
been very supportive and welcoming.
The staff have been excellent and very
patient as I ask many “newbie” questions.
I was also surprised at the welcome I
received from other ministries and NGOs
that are affiliated with MAF.

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a
Christian organization whose mission
is to fly light aircraft and use other
technologies in isolated parts of the world
to bring help and hope to people in need.
Since 1946, MAF has been spreading the
Good News of Jesus Christ in places of
deepest human need – where flying is not
a luxury, but a lifeline.

Brad and his wife Darlene live in Waterloo, Ontario
where they attend the Waterloo Pentecostal
Assembly. They have two daughters: Brieanna is
married with two children, and Mallory is in High
School.
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In Uganda, having
a disability is
considered a curse.
MAF families help
celebrate diversity
with a special
Christmas party
thrown just for these
“hidden” children.

Story Chaundra Eagar
Photos Dave Forney

I

t all started with a text message instead of gifting to each other this
year, a couple of people wanted to
send the money to us in Uganda to do
something more. “What could you do
with $150?” they asked.
The plan unfolded between us, a small

Ugandan Baptist Church and two other
MAF staff and their families. Everything
began to fall into place. A Christmas
party for a group of disabled kids. I was
so excited, I could hardly contain myself!
With a special needs child in my own
family, this is where my heart is.

In Uganda, having a disability is
considered a curse on your family. Lots
of children with physical or mental
disabilities are literally thrown away or
hidden from the public eye. The families
who do choose to care for them have a
very hard road, with little to no support.
In a life that is already hard, caring for
these children is harder than I can even
imagine. A party for these forgotten
kids will be unbelievable! Most of these
children have never been to a party
before, let alone one where they were
the guests of honour.
The day was truly beautiful. When we
arrived in the little room at the church
all the parents and kids were already
singing and dancing, pure joy on their
faces. The caregivers went around the
room and introduced themselves and
their children through a translator; most
of them referring to these kids as “their
greatest blessing” or “my gift from God”.
Something that was so amazing to hear
in a culture that can view them as rejects.
We had a meal together: rice, beans,
goat, potatoes, watermelon and
pineapple. Some of the church staff even
managed to find the biggest, most festive

There was one girl
who was carried in at
the very end. She had
missed all the food and
festivities, and even
all the presents had
already been given out.
My daughter, Charlee,
didn’t hesitate. She
took the last gift - her
gift - over and gave
it to the girl. I am so
incredibly proud of
the people my kids are
becoming!
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News in brief

Christmas cake I have ever seen. We all
helped serve the cake and blew up some
balloons. The kids had a blast chasing
them around and watching them pop.
The money stretched even further than
the buffet and cake. Every family received
a bag of groceries stocked with soap,
salt, sugar, milk, dried beans and peas,
maize flour and other supplies to feed
the family over the next week or more.
The best part of it all was that every child
received a beautifully wrapped gift. Each
package included a drinking bottle, a
stuffed toy, a pair of trousers for boys
and fancy dresses for girls. If you could
have seen the little girls twirling their
dresses around, even if they were only
“new-to-them”, it was something you
would never forget.
There was one girl who was carried
in at the very end. She had missed all
the food and festivities, and even all the
presents had already been given out.
My daughter, Charlee, didn’t hesitate.
She took the last gift - her gift - over
and gave it to the girl. I am so incredibly
proud of the people my kids are
becoming!
By our second meeting with these
kids and their families, our little Sunday
School room at Lugogo Baptist church
was bursting at the seams! More than
30 kids and their families had come to

see us, some travelling for more than 9
hours by matatu (taxi bus) from Eastern
Uganda. One girl was carried there by
her teenaged auntie as her mother was in
labour, and still others walked for miles
with sleeping children tied to their backs.
I couldn’t help but wonder, “why?” Why
do these tired, weary and worn people
put so much effort into coming? The
answer suddenly became obvious - hope
changes everything.
Everyone needs hope. The chance
to come, share a meal with friends
and children, sit with others in similar
situations, talk to a nurse, learn an
exercise that can help loosen the tension
in their child with Cerebral Palsy’s hands.
The chance to have someone hold your
baby while you eat, or maybe help you
feed her, and simply to have someone
who cares enough to listen to your
struggles. These are things that money
can’t buy - things that help you carry
on in a culture where babies like yours
are abandoned by the side of the road,
because mothers can’t fathom doing this
forever alone, without any hope.
Now, as I plan our third meeting, God’s
faithfulness and provision are becoming
more and more apparent to me. I know
His hand is in this. Every need for us to
be with these kids has been taken care
of at exactly the right time: therapists

Previous Page Top Matt and
Chaundra Eagar with their
children, Fred, Charlee, and
Theodore
Previous Bottom Children and
parents come together at a
special Christmas party
Above In Uganda, having
a disability is considered a
curse on your family. At this
Christmas party, children with
special needs were celebrated

volunteer their time just as they are
needed, and just now we have a missions
pastor coming from a church in the
USA to see the work we are doing with
these kids and possibly offer us more
permanent funding.
I may not be a pilot or an aircraft
mechanic, but I am serving with MAF
and God has placed me in Uganda to do
His work the best way I know how - and
never have I felt that I am living in the
palm of His hand as much as I am right
now. Every time I see these sweet faces,
I come away with joy in my heart and
a desire to do more. Loving these kids
is easy, it’s returned without caution or
expectation. It makes me want to grab
a hold of each and every one of their
hands and not let go - because God has
never let go of mine.

A Brighter Future
for Uganda

Remove
BEE-fore Flight

Story and Photos Matt Eagar

Story and Photo Keith Ketchum

J

A

ust recently, I was honoured to have
a flight carrying a UNICEF sponsored
project of midwives who were travelling
into Moroto, Uganda. They were going
to run a series of clinics and workshops
that teach women about prenatal care
and safe child birthing practices. 		
These ladies rely on MAF as they travel
from Eastern to Western Uganda quite
frequently. Eastern Uganda has the
highest infant and maternal death rates
in the entire country which sadly sees at
least 17 mothers and 106 newborns die
here every day. Most of these deaths are
preventable and largely because there is
no care available to these women during
pregnancy, childbirth and after.
Also on this flight were staff members
of Save the Children - Uganda. These
folks are building and overseeing over 11
education centres for approximately 800
students who wouldn’t otherwise be able
to afford an education.
I feel very privileged to be a part of
what MAF is helping to do in this country
- together, we are investing in a brighter
future for Uganda!

nyone who has spent time around
aircraft will be familiar with the red
streamers attached to covers, pins, and
any other protective apparatus. They are
always marked: “Remove Before Flight.”
Apparently, the queen can’t read.
Shortly after landing, one of our
aircraft in South Sudan was designated as
the potential new home for a swarm of
honey bees, and they took up residence
in the prop spinner. We decided to wait
it out, as the airplane was not needed for
flights the next day, giving us some time
to think of creative solutions.
When I visited the airport the next day,
it looked like they had taken out a long
term lease on our prop, and although
I have no phobias about bees, my
colleagues told me I should have, as these
were African bees, and if we disturbed

them, they could swarm to another
aircraft or sting passengers or crew!
On my way out to the airport that
afternoon, while considering the options
at hand to remove the tiny, but dangerous
squatters, I was overjoyed to see that
the swarm had moved on. I suppose the
queen’s punka louvres just couldn’t keep
up their fanning inside that polished
metal spinner, as the temperature in the
shade crept up to 35°C.

Celebrating 35 Years of Service
Rick and Amy Willms were accepted by
MAF in 1980 and began their ministry
overseas in July of 1981, along with
their two young daughters. They began
with language school on the island of
Java and served the remainder of their
years overseas in the province of Irian
Jaya, now known as Papua, Indonesia.
After language school they began work
in Sentani at MAF’s main base in Papua.
Later, they opened a base in Boma where
Rick piloted a float plane. Their next move
saw them serving in the mountains in the
town of Wamena before they returned to
Sentani where Rick acted as Chief Pilot
for 10 years. Their family also grew over
the years as they welcomed two more
daughters, both born in Indonesia. All
four of their girls graduated from Hillcrest
International School in Sentani. Currently,
Rick and Amy are serving in Three Hills,
Alberta where Rick is drawing on his
many years of field experience to train
the next generation of missionary pilots
at Prairie School of Mission Aviation, and

Amy works with MAF’s newest recruits as
they apply for service with MAF.
Amy writes that “It’s exciting to still be
a part of MAF’s ministry, doing our small
part to continue spreading the Gospel.
I have been reflecting on what that has
meant to our family over the years. I am
blessed as I consider God’s provision for
us through these 35 years since we first
joined.”
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the

flying
doctor
MAF pilot Marijn
Goud helps Dr. Tim
Kubacki establish
a regular medical
mission to rural
Angola.

In February, national workers and expat missionaries
currently serving with MAF in Angola joined with
friends from local missions groups and others to
celebrate a quarter century of ministry work.

Story Dr. Tim Kubacki
Photos Marijn Goud

A

t the end of January we flew to
various remote sites in Angola to
work medical clinics. We visited Catota
for the first time to work in a hospital
built by the government on an old
mission that was destroyed during the
war in the 1970s. They haven’t had a
doctor work there regularly since the
mission’s destruction.
This remote area is facing an extreme
malaria epidemic, where virtually every
person is dealing with the disease. When
we arrived they had been out of malaria
medication for several weeks, except for
IV quinine which requires three doses per
day and is quite impractical, except in
severe cases.
Our visit to Catota was timely as we
were able to treat nearly one hundred
malaria patients, many with complicated
and severe disease because of the
duration of illness without treatment. We
were also able to leave with them several
hundred dollars’ worth of oral and
intramuscular medications, everything
we had.
While there, I was approached by
nearly every nurse who told me that they
had tested positive in the past several
weeks but had no medication with which

to treat themselves. They each continued
to work full-time with the illness and,
without exception, they all looked awful.
They are an incredibly tough people,
dealing with this and other diseases with
little available treatment.
During this week my MAF pilot, Marijn
Goud, demonstrated his expertise and
I now know, (as it was our first trip
together), that I will never have to worry
about my safety on future trips. He has
a beautiful heart for Jesus and is quite
enthused about our work among the
forgotten and what role he can play in
our monthly visits to the various rural
locations around Angola.
Dr. Tim Kubacki, along with his wife
Betsy, and their four children, serve the
people of Angola who have little or no
access to health care or the Good News
of God’s grace. They work with CEML
hospital and currently live in Cavango
where Dr. Kubacki is the lone doctor at
the rural hospital. Dr. Kubacki flies with
MAF on his monthly rounds with the
Clinica da Videira, Clinic of Truth, as he
visits rural and isolated areas of Angola
to provide medical care and the hope
of the Gospel.

Top Left Dr. Kubacki always
carries a stash of special
medicine (lollipops) for his
youngest patients
Top Right Dr. Kubacki
examines a patient. He always
ends each consult with prayer
Bottom Crowds form whenever
the MAF plane touches down

“I had the privilege to land at Mumbué
with Dr. Tim Kubacki. Mumbué’s airstrip
has not been used since 1974 and last
year I visited it to find out what had
to be done in order to use it. It was
very minimal, just cut some bushes
and fill one hole of the one end. The
hospital in nearby Catota, a UIEA church
mission…had asked CEML to send out
a doctor once a month to support the
hospital, which is operating with nurses
only.
Soon after landing huge crowds
flogged around the plane and all were
trying to touch it to find out what a
strange thing it is. The welcome was
huge and hospital and town council very
pleased with our visit.”
– MAF pilot Marijn Goud

I

t’s the middle of the rainy season but
the expected daily downpour didn’t
come. Not that it would have dampened
the spirits of those in attendance, many
of whom were glad for an opportunity to
exchange a pilot’s uniform or mechanic’s
coveralls for more “formal” attire.
Weeks of planning and preparation
went into the 25th anniversary
celebration held at the Instituto Superior
de Teologia Evangélica do Lubango (The
Bible College of the Evangelical Alliance
of Angola), although in a much larger
sense, the planning began more than a
quarter century ago.
Since 1989, MAF has flown over

eighteen thousand flights in Angola;
carrying more than three million
kilograms of cargo and over eighty-four
thousand passengers.
Rural communities in Angola have
come to rely on MAF flights. With your
help, the next 25 years will see even
more isolated people transformed by
God’s love.
Look for a “25 years
in Angola” pamphlet
included with this
edition of Flying for Life.

Above The extended MAF
Angola team pose for a “family”
picture
Below Smiles were in abundance
as the MAF Angola team
celebrated 25 years of continued
service in Angola

Photos Marijn Goud
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There’s a popular children’s book named “Alexander and
the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day”. Phil and
Merilee Henderson could write their own version of that
book, titled “The Hendersons and the Terrible, Horrible,
No Good, Very Bad First Year in Chad.”
Story and Photos LuAnne Cadd
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M

erilee is a bit less dramatic at first.
“It was difficult,” she says simply,
then adds, “Very difficult.” She turns to
Phil and asks, “How much detail should
I tell?”
When you hear the details, ‘difficult’
seems like an understatement. Not
only did they have the characteristic
first-year adjustments to a new culture,
language, weather, and moving far
from the comfort and support of family
and friends, Merilee went through one
miscarriage, another pregnancy, and
numerous serious health issues that
landed her in the hospital several times.
“Merilee was in and out of Guinebor
Hospital, which is about a 45-minute
drive out of town into the bush - sort of
like desert,” Phil explains, noting that this
hospital was their best choice at the time.
“In the rainy season, we were bouncing
up and down through massive puddles
and getting almost stuck, just to get the
kids out to mom to say goodnight and
bring some food for Mer and fresh water.
We had our 9-year anniversary with
Merilee coming out of surgery in a bush
hospital in Chad. I’m covered in sweat at
9 pm at night. It was 40 degrees out. It
was just surreal.”

Through the Fire

Although Merilee admits that their
troubles tainted that first year for her, in
retrospect, she can see many blessings
through the fire.
“It’s been nice in our marriage to put
our vows to the test: for richer or poorer,
in health and in sickness…”
“…till death do us part?” Phil interjects.
They both laugh.
“Till death do us part,” Merilee
confirms. “It was neat to see. We just kind
of carried each other at some points.
Supporting each other.”

Above and Left MAF Pilot Phil
Henderson preps and loads the
MAF Caravan for the next leg of
the flight

need to get through it. And that’s what I
experienced. You can fully, fully rely on
Him 100%.”

Watching God Work
Phil agrees. “Those are times when you
are like, ‘Hey! I get to live out my vows.
That’s awesome!’ You hope you do it
every day, but that was a real, physical,
tangible way of doing it. And we look
back on it as a really good time. It’s one
of those things that you know going
through it that it’s going to be a great
story in about six months….”
“Maybe a year,” Merilee corrects. “Give
it two.”
There was an even deeper blessing
that Merilee could see when the smoke
cleared. An “eternal” one, she calls it.
“I truly feel like if I hadn’t gone through
those things then I wouldn’t have had
God show up in the way He did. I think
that was an important lesson for me
to learn. He’s your constant. He’s your
stable. And I don’t think I ever truly
learned that in Canada. I always had
things to fall back on: friends and family,

Top Left Phil off loads the
Cessna Caravan after it lands at
the Ba-illi airstrip
Top Right Fuel is brought in for
the return flight home
Bottom MAF regularly provides
a medical safari service to the
remote villages, where access
to medical care is either very
limited or unavailable

and just anything. But when everything
is taken away, I learned that God is there.
That was a huge lesson.
“Another really important thing is just
to know that God wants you where you
are, and if you’re 100% sure of that, if
He’s shown you that this is where you’re
supposed to be, I know that He doesn’t
promise it to be easy or cushy at all,
but He does promise that He’ll be there
for you. And He’ll give you what you

Phil and Merilee could not have more
contrasting backgrounds. Phil spent
most of his childhood in Zambia with
African Evangelical Fellowship, which
later became SIM (Serving In Mission).
His father died unexpectedly when he
was still young, and his mother stayed on
to continue in her work. Phil attended a
small Christian boarding school 14 hours
from home. In the rainy season, driving
often became impossible so he would fly
in a small mission plane.
“I loved it, thinking that guy had a
pretty sweet job,” Phil remembers. “He
drops us at school and he’s off to a
hospital to pick up a nurse or doctor and
take them somewhere else to a village.
I remember thinking back then that I
could see myself doing it.”
Phil’s African roots are so strong that
he remembers thinking that he would
never marry someone who had not
grown up in Africa. Then he met Merilee.
“God thought it would be amusing to get
us together,” Phil jokes.

“I grew up in Toronto. I’m a city girl.
Hard-core Canadian,” Merilee states with
no apologies. “If you asked me when I

For workers in the far
north of Chad, the
drive from the capital of
N’Djamena through the
Sahara desert to their
home can take up to
nine days, plus a week
just to prepare for the
trip, versus a five hour
flight on the MAF plane.
was 18 if I would ever A) live in Africa, or
B) be a missionary, I probably would have
fallen off my chair laughing. It’s amazing
what God does with a willing heart, even

though mine wasn’t even willing back
then! Hence, I’m in Africa, married to a
person who grew up in Africa, and I’m a
missionary!”
For Phil, a missionary kid, the idea of
becoming a pilot for MAF seemed a
far-off dream. At $80,000 for flight
training it appeared impossible. Phil
and Merilee vowed to not go into debt.
They committed to the first year of Bible
school and little by little God brought in
what they needed, when they needed
it. Step-by-step they moved in the
direction of aviation, and step-by-step
God provided the money. When the time
came to move to the mission field, they
were debt-free.
“God is amazing how He works,” Phil
says. “I think what He requires from us
is obviously faith to trust that He’s got a
birds-eye view of all time, and He knows
how it ends before we even begin. He
requires a little bit of commitment to just
keep that one foot in front of the other
so that He can nudge them in the right
direction. If they’re standing still, there’s
not much you can do with them.”
When MAF presented the Hendersons
with the need for a pilot family in Chad,
they had to Google it. Even Phil didn’t
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east of N’Djamena, inaccessible by road
during the rainy season. They are two
of only four foreigners in the Ati area.
MAF delivers most of their medical
supplies, but on a personal level, MAF
also delivers much-needed friendship to
fill the loneliness that living in an isolated
place can bring. Jeff admits that one of
his biggest struggles is with loneliness
and the need for male companionship.
He gets what he calls his “friend-fix” by
visiting with the MAF pilots whenever
he is in the capital, or when a pilot stays
overnight in Ati.
This was evident on a recent trip to
Ati when Phil climbs down from the
cockpit of the Cessna Caravan, into a
giant bear-hug from Jeff. At the clinic,
the two unloaded boxes of newly arrived
medicine, stacking them on the proper
storeroom shelves while talking and
laughing. At Jeff’s house that evening,
the two men bonded over Jeff’s new
electronic gadgets.
“It’s one of the things that makes the
work here in Chad so fulfilling that I
don’t think I’d be doing anything else,”
Phil says.
Merilee appreciates these relationships
as well. “You don’t come to Chad for
Chad, necessarily. You come to Chad for
God. It’s evident in the way people live
their lives. It just seems like everyone is
in it together. It’s an instant connection.
You’re like, you’re here, we’re here, let’s
support each other, let’s pray, let’s make
it work, let’s succeed, and really rely on
God.”

know much about this particular country,
and the results should have scared
them off. Most searches seemed to
produce negative results. Most western
governments warned against travel
to the country, recommending that if
you must go, don’t venture outside the
capital, something an MAF pilot would
regularly do for his job.
“We started to come up with reasons
why we shouldn’t go, and all of the
reasons were somewhat superficial if
you look at it from an eternal perspective,” Phil explains. “Why are we doing
what we’re doing here with MAF? It’s
way beyond the fact that it’s hot, or that
we’re going to be out of contact with
family. We couldn’t rationalize saying no
because of one of these reasons when
there was work being done and they
needed people here to do it. There was
never this clear sign that Chad was ‘our’
country, but we were 100% sure that if
we moved forward in trust and faith that
God would direct our path. We believed
that with willing hearts, He would sustain
us there. And He has.”

A Fulfilling Job

As a pilot in Chad, the work is
tremendously fulfilling for Phil. The
program is small with only two aircraft,
but the MAF partners work in very
isolated places where travel by road can
often be impossible. Most flights are a
minimum of two hours. For workers in
the far north of Chad, the drive from
the capital of N’Djamena through the
Sahara desert to their home can take up
to nine days, plus a week just to prepare
for the trip, versus a five hour flight on
the MAF plane. Often pilots spend the
night and are able to see the work first
hand, and missionaries visiting the capital
frequently spend time with the MAF

Year Two - A Fresh Start
pilot families. They are far more than
‘partners’. They are friends.
“You don’t find many ‘tourist’
missionaries,” Phil points out. “They’re
not here for the experience of being in
Africa. These guys are hard-core, and
they’re a pleasure to work with. We get
to fly them to and from where they live
in the middle of nowhere. Without MAF
they don’t have that link. We get to invite
them to dinner at the end of the day and
see them in our house after I’ve had a
chance to stay in their house. So, that’s
the kind of connection, the intimacy
we have with the people we fly here in
Chad.”
Jeff and Josie manage a clinic in Ati,

Above Left Prepping the
Caravan for flight
Above Right Jeff with
Coopération Service
International (CSI) happily
receives a shipment of
medicines brought in by MAF.
Jeff runs a clinic in Ati, and
is the NGO Director, Project
Director, and Medical Director
for CSI Chad
Lower Right Phil and Jeff
exchange a greeting upon Phil’s
arrival
Opposite Right The beauty of
Chad

In May 2014, one year after the
Hendersons’ arrival in Chad, Merilee and
their two girls, Kaitlyn, 7, and Lily, 5, left
for Canada to prepare for the birth of a
new baby girl, Evelinne, who arrived on
6 August. In many ways, Evelinne’s birth
marked a new beginning for the family
and their life in Chad. Both excited and
nervous as they returned to Chad in
October, they ask for prayers for health,
safety, peace in Chad, and a thankful,
positive attitude.
Merilee is hopeful that this year will
be different. “What gets me up in the
morning is knowing that I’m doing
exactly what God wants me to do
with my life now, being a mom, and
supporting Phil, and I’m looking forward
to seeing what else God has in store for

me. I feel like this is kind of a fresh start
to Chad. It wasn’t possible for me to seek
out other ministry last year because I was
just in self-preservation. But this year I’m
looking forward to seeing where God
wants me at work outside the home, if
that’s possible.”
Phil’s grandmother worked in China
as a missionary in the 1950s and gave
Phil a small bit of advice: when God
works in your life, when He removes
obstacles and performs miracles, write
it down. In this way, you will not only
remember what God can do when the
next obstacle comes your way, you will
have a record for your children, and
give the glory to God.
“I’d like to address anybody out there
with a massive obstacle ahead of them,”
Phil says. “I know for us, going to flight
school, raising support, joining MAF…
each of those three things were massive,
massive hurdles, like ‘wall of Jericho’
size. When the Israelites crossed the
Jordan, they were commanded to set up
stones on the other side as a reminder to
their children, and I think just as much to
them, of what God did. You’ve got stuff
that He’s done for you, and you have to
remember it. You have to write it down
and not forget.”
Yes, there are sometimes terrible,
horrible, no good, very bad times in life,
no matter where you live. But when
experience has taught you that the Lord
will see you through every situation,
in every place He takes you to, life
becomes something to look forward to,
whether in a difficult place like Chad or
in any challenging place you may find
yourself.

Chad
Population
11,412,107
Access to improved water
50.7%
Number of doctors
.04 / 1,000 people
Average income
$2,500 / year

MAF in Chad (2013)
Partner agencies served
38
Hours flown
725

Phil and Merilee with
their daughters Kaitlyn,
Evelinne, and Lily

Cargo delivered
7,672 kgs
Passengers carried
933
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After the
Tsunami

We Can Stay
Because of MAF
Story and Photos Doug & Amy Burton

M

y family and I are independent
missionaries in the Western
Province of Papua New Guinea. We
are serving amongst the Wipi Tribe in
the Oriomo Bituri LLG and are church
planters primarily, but also are teachers,
counsellors, construction workers,
mechanics and whatever else God
decides to throw at us.
One of our greatest obstacles is getting
in and out of the bush to purchase, as
well as ship in, supplies for those things
we need to have daily (flour, meat, rice
etc.). Without these items we would
struggle to stay in the remote villages
and present the Gospel to the Wipi Tribe.
For the most part our roads are unusable

and up to 9 hours could be spent, one
way, to drive the 46 kilometers to get to
the Oriomo River (not including the river
trip itself).
MAF changes that! One thing we have
found out since serving here is that MAF
has become our partner in ministry. They
take the challenges out of travel, and
whether it is booking a flight or actually
flying, the MAF staff works together with
us to make us feel like we are the most
important people in Papua New Guinea.
They have become a valuable asset to
this Mission Field.
We have a great respect for these men
and women who give up their lives to
help us.

Ten years later, Mission Aviation Fellowship
Reflects on the Crisis in Aceh.
Story Dianna Gibney
Photos Kate Allen

O

n December 26, 2004, the ground
shook and the ocean rose, engulfing
the western coast of the Aceh region of
Indonesia. An estimated 170,000 people
died, 550,000 were displaced, and
communities were forever changed.

Destruction
Below Rush hour during
the rainy season in
Oriomo Bituri Local Level
Government area of
Papua New Guinea
Right Using leaves and
tree trunks to help the
Burton’s vehicle gain
some traction
Below Right Missionaries
Doug and Amy Burton
with their daughters,
Abby and Beth

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) was
one of the first responders. MAF has
worked in Indonesia since the 1950s
and was able to mobilize airplanes from
Bangladesh, Australia, and other parts of
Indonesia to assist in the relief efforts.
Within days, MAF was conducting survey
flights and delivering aid to survivors,
using roads as landing strips to reach the
isolated.
“As you flew up the coast, things
looked fine until you reached Meulaboh.
Then, it was just destruction. I’ve never
seen anything like it,” said David Wunsch,
special projects director for MAF.
Roads were destroyed or covered
with debris, making ground travel nearly
impossible. MAF used its airplanes to
deliver food, water, medicine, and other
necessities to locations that others were
unable to reach.

Operation Blessing

MAF’s Tim Chase arrived in Aceh 10
days after the tsunami and recalls those
initial efforts. “At that time we had two
locations on the coast where we were

landing on roads,” said Chase. “Obor
Berkat (Operation Blessing Indonesia)
was working very closely with us to
provide food in boxes that we could give

The homes are built
and the kids are in
the schools, but the
human aspect of it is
pretty raw. It will be
a generation or two
before things truly get
back to normal.
to each family. We could load 150 boxes
or so in a Cessna 206.” People would
crowd around the airplane as it landed,
desperately seeking help.

Internet Café

As other relief organizations began to
arrive, MAF established a communication
center or “internet café” in Meulaboh, a
community on the west coast of Aceh
where the United Nations set up a base
camp. Another communication center
was established in Banda Aceh, the
provincial capital that was devastated by
the tsunami.
“There was a huge need for
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communications, as most of that
infrastructure was destroyed in the
tsunami,” said Mark Blomberg, who
worked at the Meulaboh communication
center. “The U.N. had set up tents on a
soccer field, so that was a logical place
for the internet café. We had a tent
with tables, computers, and a wireless
network that was available for the U.N.
or anyone who wanted to use it. We also
had several VOIP (voice over internet
protocol) phones that the aid workers
could use to call back to their offices.
“People would come to the café early in
the morning to shoot off a few emails
or make a few phone calls, then they
would go out and spend the day in the
field. After dinner they would return and

spend the evening writing up reports and
assessments, or making phone calls with
our phones. At that point our internet
café was the only communication link,”
said Blomberg.
Blomberg met his wife, Heidi, in
Meulaboh, where she was working with
Food for the Hungry, one of many relief
agencies that partnered with MAF.
“We always flew with MAF from Medan
to Meulaboh,” said Heidi Blomberg. “That
was our only way of getting in and out.
They transported all our expat and local
staff. We also did a lot of surveying up
the coast, and that was done with the
MAF float plane. MAF also worked with
Food for the Hungry to set up internet
for us in our office.”

Road to Recovery

The rebuilding work in Aceh continued
for years. Chase, who remained in Aceh
until 2007, said that the people were
dependent upon food aid for at least a
year, until their gardens could become
reestablished. Hundreds of development
groups were involved in efforts as
diverse as clearing debris, building fish
farms, planting rice, constructing homes
and schools, digging wells, building
boats, and helping small businesses get
back on their feet. And MAF provided
transportation, communications, and
logistic help to make it happen.
“The tsunami response was really the
beginning of MAF’s disaster response
department,” said Dave Wunsch. “We

have always helped in crises, but after the
tsunami it became obvious that MAF had
an important role to play in coordinating
logistics and transportation and really
enabling other relief providers.”

Disaster Response

MAF now has a full-time disaster
response department that is on standby
to assist in the wake of natural disasters
and other such emergencies. This team
played critical roles following Hurricane
Felix in Nicaragua, the 2010 earthquake
in Haiti, and Typhoon Haiyan in the
Philippines.
What began as a disaster response
effort turned into a long-term
commitment for Mission Aviation

Fellowship in Aceh. Ten years later, MAF
is one of the only aid groups still working
there. From a base in Banda Aceh, MAF
provides medical evacuation flights
and safe, reliable air transportation.
MAF also partners with a local aviation
maintenance vocational school, providing
practical laboratory training for highschool age students. In 2014, some 90
students passed through the MAF hangar.

We Remember

To the casual observer, Aceh seems
to have recovered from the tragedy
wrought by the tsunami. But such loss is
not quickly forgotten.
“Things will never be the same,” said
Chase. “Everything looks fine now. The

homes are built and the kids are in the
schools, but the human aspect of it is
pretty raw. It will be a generation or two
before things truly get back to normal.”
When disaster strikes in an area where
MAF can help, things move very
quickly. Plans are put into action,
aircraft are diverted and our staff
hit the ground running. It’s in these
moments we lean very heavily on our
financial supporters.
Thank you for your continued support
that helps keep MAF planes flying.

Our People make the difference.

We’re looking for committed
Pilots • Aircraft Mechanics • Avionics Technicians • Teachers • IT Specialists • Business Administrators

Christians with a passion to serve.
Sound like you or
someone you know?
Visit mafc.org/somethingbigger
to watch an informative and
inspiring video. Then, contact our
recruiting department to begin
the journey of a lifetime.
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